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Boost for football fans as BBC Scotland secures  
bumper package of live matches and highlights 

 
BBC Scotland has agreed exciting new deals with the SPFL to screen live matches from the 

Championship for the first time and make a major long term commitment to the game with extended 

contracts for Premiership highlights and live radio commentary.   

  

The new BBC Scotland channel will be the home of the Championship coverage, screening live 

matches which will be scheduled regularly on Friday nights. 

 

Highlights of the deals, which represent a long term commitment to the Scottish game, include: 

  

 Up to 20 live matches from The Championship on television across seasons 18/19 and 19/20.  

Supporters will have the opportunity to view regular action across the length and breadth of 

the country on BBC Scotland – the BBC’s new channel for Scotland. 

 160 live matches per season from the Scottish Premiership on BBC Radio Scotland.   A five 

year extension to the current deal to run until 2025.      

 In a major long term commitment, television highlights from the Scottish Premiership will be 

available across BBC free to air services until 2025.   

 Each deal includes rights to broadcast on the BBC’s digital services.   

  

Steve Carson, head of multiplatform commissioning, BBC Scotland said:  “We are delighted to have 

agreed this new long term deal with the SPFL.  We know there is a huge appetite for Scottish football 

amongst the audience and these deals will allow us to bring them more action than ever before from 

the top tiers of the game.  It’s great news for fans of the Scottish game and we’re looking forward to 

delivering  a multi-platform package of high quality coverage across tv, radio and online.” 

  

Neil Doncaster, chief executive SPFL added:  “We are thrilled to extend our longstanding partnership 

with BBC Scotland, who have been at the forefront of ensuring that fans of Scottish football are able 

to follow their teams throughout each season.”   

  

The SPFL deal is a significant addition to BBC Scotland’s existing sports portfolio which includes the 

enhanced Scottish Cup deal, which will broadcast a total of eleven live matches and feature live 

coverage from rounds 1,2 and 3 for the first time from season 2019/20.     

 

These deals come ahead of the forthcoming launch of BBC Scotland’s new TV channel in February 

2019 and will form part of the multi- genre schedule which will also include a mix of documentary 

strands, factual entertainment programming, comedy and drama.    The channel represents the single 

biggest BBC investment in Scotland and ultimately means hundreds of more hours of content for 

audiences in Scotland.     
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Rise of the Clans, Ep 2/3 
Monday 10 December 
BBC One Scotland, 9.00 – 10.00pm 
 
Neil Oliver follows the rise of Clan Stewart to become Scotland’s Royal dynasty.  
It’s the blood-soaked tale of a bitter family feud. In a vicious contest, using clan power to plot, 
manoeuvre and murder their way to power, the story culminates with the dramatic assassination of 
King James I below a tennis court in Perth, 1437. Neil traces this family feud through clan combat, 
brutal betrayal and royal romances to the brutal torture and execution of the last rival Stewart, Walter 
Atholl, when the king’s widowed Queen Joan wreaks a terrible revenge for his treachery. 
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River City 
Tuesday 11 December 
BBC One Scotland HD, 8.00 – 9.00pm 
facebook.com/bbcrivercity 
twitter.com/bbcrivercity 
instagram.com/bbcrivercity 
 
This week in Shieldinch…Maggie’s addiction threatens to break the fractured McLean family; 
Gabriel’s horrified by Callum’s rebellion; and Nicole’s job hunt sours while Lydia is torn between the 
two Murdoch men in her life.  
Back on the booze, an isolated Maggie turns to Lenny for support who tells Caitlin her mother has to 
move back into the Tall Ship – he’s the landlord, what he says goes. Ruby’s delighted but Caitlin’s 
cynical about Maggie’s promise she’ll give up the booze for good.  
Later, Maggie doubles up in pain and realises her relapse could prove fatal. With Ellie and Caitlin by 
her side, Maggie heads to an AA meeting but she’s derailed when a suspicious Caitlin finds a bottle of 
vodka in her jacket. 
Disgusted at her mum’s drinking, Caitlin rejects Maggie. Ellie stands by her mum at the AA meeting, 
while Caitlin makes a far-reaching decision about her future.  
Elsewhere, Gabriel’s shocked by Suzie’s accusation that Callum vandalised the panto set. He initially 
defends his stepson but when Gabriel finds damning evidence he’s forced to confront Callum. He 
hatches a plan to scare Callum with police intervention, forcing a horrified Scarlett and Stevie to make 
a shocking confession.   
Down-on-her-luck Nicole manipulates Angus into giving her a job at the Big Mug. He uses it as an 
opportunity to embarrass Nicole as revenge for scamming Bob out of his inheritance and teach her a 
lesson. 
Meanwhile, Lydia and Alex’s affair gets complicated as emotions take hold.  
 
Maggie is played by Kathryn Howden, Gabriel by Garry Sweeney, Callum by Ty McPhee, Nicole by 
Holly Jack, Lydia by Jacqueline Leonard, Lenny by Frank Gallagher, Caitlin by Gayle Telfer Stevens, 
Ruby by Zindzi Hudson, Suzie by Juliet Cadzow, Scarlett by Sally Howitt, Stevie by Iain Robertson, 
Angus by Scott Fletcher, Bob by Stephen Purdon and Alex by Jordan Young.  
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Opry Dhoire 
Tuesday 11 December 
BBC ALBA, 9.00 – 10.00pm  
 
Opry Dhoire, with a wealth of musicians who are at the heart of country music. The King of Country 
music - Daniel O’Donnell – presents and Anne Sinclair narrates as they give a warm welcome to the 
stars of country music.  



Tonight’s show features the John McNicholl and Niamh Lynn and Irish singer Ciara McCrickard as 
Opry Dhoire’s special guest. Recorded in front of a live audience, Opry Dhoire introduces the cream 
of country music artists from the length and breadth of Ireland, from the Millennium Forum, Derry. 
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‘San Fhuil/ It's In The Blood  
Wednesday 12 November 
BBC ALBA, 9.00 – 10.00pm  
 
This documentary series is about a rare species of human: the Uist crofter.  
Made from rock as old as the moon, Uist has been shaped by winds, tides and the people who have 
continuously worked this landscape for 5,000 years. The traditional crofting methods enable rare 
species of birds and flowers to thrive that are extinct elsewhere in the British Isles.  
Conflicts arise from the dramatic weather system and the front-line cycles of life and death. And from 
the flocking geese. Over the last 30 years, the resident population of Greylags has increased from 
less than 1,000 to over 9,000 birds. With little to check the breeding Greylag, the geese are 
destroying the cultivation of Uist corn.  
How the crofters meet these and other challenges with wits, humour and determination is a core 
driver of the action. Always there is the need to sow the seed and cultivate the corn to feed the cattle. 
And to shepherd the sheep on the hills. 
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Slighean Sgoile an t-Saoghail/Most Dangerous Ways to School 2019/20  NEW 
Thursday 13 November 
BBC ALBA, 10.30 – 11.15pm  
 
Facing the most extreme conditions, the children in this series must march, climb or swim their way to 
school.  
In doing so, they fear neither brutal cold nor dangerous terrain. They must conquer floods and face 
wild animals. And yet they have only one goal in sight: education and a better life. But the path 
towards this goal is a breath-taking mixture of adventure and danger.  
These children have the most spectacular and most dangerous way to school in the world: sometimes 
the most beautiful as well.  
Over 30 degrees Celsius, barefoot and walking a distance of over 20 kilometres. For the children of 
Maasai people, this is the daily way to school. Their way to school takes them through the Dorn 
Savanna, past boars and hyenas. It takes them past their only source of water, the Pangani River. But 
the river is also at great danger with at times up to 4-metre-long crocodiles.  
When the ferryman and his boat are not there, they must swim across the river. All this for just one 
goal; to get to school.  
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All Programme Information copy may be used free of charge on condition that it credits the relevant 
BBC programme or service. The material contained on the Programme Information pages is protected 
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